6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation
Learning
Outcomes

Why DTS International?
DTS International is Australia and New Zealand’s largest distributor for the
TTI Success Insights suite of profiles. TTI is the world leader in researched and
validated assessment tools. They are based in more than 70 countries and
they are committed to ongoing research and development of the world’s
most user-friendly assessment tools.
We have more than 30 years experience with DISC and other assessment
tools. Having accredited thousands of professionals, you can rest assured you
are in good hands.

What is the 6-in-1 Accreditation?
The 6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation is a way for you to achieve accreditation
in, and understand, multiple assessment tools. The 6-in-1 has been designed
to help you understand people from multiple perspectives, namely,
behavioural style, personal motivators/drivers, and emotional intelligence.
The 6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation is run as an intensive 3-day program,
providing you with 3 accreditations: DISC Accreditation, Workplace Motivators
Accreditation, and TTI Emotional Quotient (EQ) Accreditation.
With these 3 internationally recognised accreditations, you will be able to
access 6 cutting edge assessment tools to help in selecting, developing and
managing people.
The 6-in-1 Accreditation, with its multiple perspectives of what makes us each
unique, will equip you with a solid foundation to overcome many of today’s
talent-based challenges.

Understanding the DISC, EQ and
Workplace Motivators models
The history: how the models
came to be
The 4 DISC factors and the 6
Motivators and 5 EQ factors
Validity and application of the
tools
Interpreting your graph and
others’ graphs
Explore games, activities and
resources for training / coaching
Intergrating DISC, EQ and
WPMOT into your programs
Practical business applications e.g.
leadership, sales, team building,
communication

What You
Get
The DISC & WPMOT Facilitator’s
Guide (for designing your own
programs)
The DISC & WPMOT Resources
Kit (over 450 full colour PDF
workbook pages)
The Universal Language DISC
Reference Manual
The EQ Facilitator’s Guide (for
designing your own programs)

Who Should Attend?
This workshop’s principles translate to
all aspects of business and personal life.
This program can assist novices to
seasoned professionals.

The EQ Resources Kit (over 250 full
colour PDF workbook pages)

HR Professionals
L&D Professionals

300 PowerPoints slides and
comprehensive resources CD

Managers

Personalised DISC Motivators
Combo and Emotional Quotient
profiles

Facilitators
OD Professionals
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Human Performance Technology

02 9360 5111
02 9360 5199

A FREE separate session to help
design your training sessions plus ongoing support anytime

Consultants
Coaches
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6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation
Your Materials and Resources
DISC is one of the world’s most popular development tools and, when combined with Workplace Motivators and
Emotional Quotient, you will be well prepared to face many organisational challenges. Our accreditation program is
designed to give you a solid understanding of the DISC, Workplace Motivators and Emotional Quotient theories, as well as
the practical applications of the assessment tools.
As a part of your internationally recognised accreditation, you will receive more than 700 workbook pages and full
Facilitator Guides to help you customise and deliver your own DISC, Motivators and Emotional Intelligence initiatives. All of
these resources are included in the price of your accreditation.
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6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation
Access SIX Assessments
After attaining your 6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation, you will be able to
access six different assessment tools:
DISC - The world’s most popular behavioural tool.
Workplace Motivators - Providing an insight into personal
values/motivation.
TTI Emotional Quotient - To measure and develop emotional
intelligence.
Talent Insights - Combining the best of both worlds to explore
HOW people behave as well as WHY they move into action.
Behavioural Intelligence - Combining our world leading DISC
assessment with the TTI Emotional Quoitent to look at both
emotional intelligence and behaviour.
TriMetrix EQ - Combining our world leading DISC assessment,
Workplace Motivators assessment, and TTI Emotional Quoitent to
look at behaviour, motivation, and emotional intelligence.

We’ll Help Construct Your Program!
To ensure you have the confidence you
need to apply any of the six assessments,
we always include a private follow-up
session to help design your first training,
interpret your first profiles and clarify any
questions. Again, this is all included in the
price of accreditation!

Investment
Course Title: 6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation (including DISC Accreditation, Workplace Motivators Accreditation, and TTI
Emotional Quotient (EQ) Accreditation)
Duration: 3 days (9:00am - 5:00pm)
Dates & More Info: http://www.dtssydney.com/accreditation_training/6-in-1_multi_accreditation
Total Investment: $3750 + GST (with all materials included)
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Already DISC Accredited? Call us to find out how to upgrade at a special price!
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6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation
3 Days - 6 Tools
The 6-in-1 Accelerated Accreditation is a great way to add multiple assessments to your OD tool kit. With multiple
assessments you will be able to identify and overcome more organisation challenges. As a part of the 6-in-1 Accreditation,
you will gain access to 6 cutting edge assessment tools:

DISC
The DISC report gives you not only an understanding of how you are
perceived by others, but it also gives you a language (or set of terms) to
discuss your behaviour, communication, style of working and reactions. It is
the ultimate 'mirror on the wall' that explains what everyone else can see.

Workplace Motivators
By using the Workplace Motivators (WPMOT) assessment, people can tap
into a deeper realisation of who they are. They will gain powerful insight
into why they move into action and what really motivates them to
achieve.

TTI Emotional Quotient
The importance of of developing one’s Emotional Intelligence is well
researched and documented. Highly developed Emotional Intelligence is
becoming one of the most sought after traits in business. The TTI EQ
provides a framework to understand and develop Emotional Intelligence.

DISC-Motivators Combo
The DISC-Motivators Combo assessment is a powerful innovation that
combines the simplicity of DISC with the insights of the Workplace
Motivators. With this one tool you will be able to identify HOW
people behave as well as WHY they move into action.

Behavioural Intelligence
Another powerful addition to our suite of tools is Behavioural Intelligence.
This tool allows you to examine a person’s level of Emotional Intelligence, as
well as their behavioural style. With this information you can talk about
specific Emotional Intelligence traits and how to apply them at a behavioural
level.
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*Plus the newly relased TriMetrix EQ* - logo coming soon
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